I am Maria Isabel Medina, Ferris Family Distinguished Professor of Law at Loyola University New Orleans College of Law, and I am delighted to have organized, with Sudha Setty, this panel featuring a powerhouse of talented leaders.

Every law professor is a leader. We get up in a classroom several times a week and lead a class. For some of our students we are and may remain a powerful source of inspiration. Some of us are activists in the profession; some of us emerge as leaders through our writings. Some of us function in other leadership roles that do not directly engage administration; some of us have served as chairs of our University Faculty bodies or as chairs of key University or law school committees.

Every person in this room is a powerhouse of leadership. Today, joining me at this table are a handful of the talented women of color leading law schools today. Our goals are to inspire and
empower others. We acknowledge the challenges that face any leader of a legal institution today but focus on the particular challenges raised by intersectionality. Race, color, ethnicity, national origin, gender, disability, age, language—these are traits that evoke deeply stereotypical responses in others, responses that tend to blind us to the uniquely unique individual actually before us.

I have attended several leadership conferences or trainings in the past year, all of them excellent: one put together by legal academics specifically for women; another organized by legal academics, including academics who are persons of color, specifically designed to encourage or inform persons of color interested in formal leadership opportunities, principally deaning; and another a more corporate-type workshop designed to improve leadership and managerial effectiveness as well as develop what I have come to appreciate as institution-building. All of the workshops were excellent. All of them left me wanting to hear more from women of color who had stepped up to the leadership plate. Sudha Setty, it turned out, was thinking along similar lines. Dean Setty and I joined forces. Please join me in welcoming Raquel Aldana, Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Diversity and Professor of Law at UC Davis School of Law; Danielle M. Conway, Dean and Professor of Law at the University of Maine School of Law, soon to commence as Dean and Donald J. Farage Professor of Law at Penn State University Dickinson Law School; Camille Nelson, Dean at American University Washington College of Law and Former Dean at Suffolk University School of Law; Elena Maria Marty-Nelson, Associate Dean for Diversity, Inclusion and Public Impact and Professor of Law at Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad College of Law; Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Dean at Boston University School of Law; Jennifer Rosato Perea, Dean at Depaul University College of Law and former Dean at Northern Illinois University College of Law; Huyen Pham, Professor at Texas A&M University School of Law and former Associate Dean for Faculty Research and Development, Texas Wesleyan University School of Law and Texas A&M University School of Law; and Sudha Setty, Dean at Western New England School of Law.

In preparation for the discussion, we identified a number of questions that might be addressed. Some of the questions are of the type frequently addressed in traditional law leadership conferences: questions as to skills that have proved essential or helpful in attaining or maintaining one’s position as leader; questions as to the pathways to and motivations for leadership or administrative work; questions that explore effective leadership training as well as the role of mentors.

Panelists were also asked to reflect on the extent to which intersectionality affects their leadership role with regard to diversity in the various law school or university constituents—students, faculty staff and alumni. The ultimate question for our panelists was, “given the costs for persons of color, and in particular women of color, do you feel empowered to support diversity initiatives?”

At the conference I attended put together by corporate consultants aimed at institution building and leadership effectiveness, the virtues of cultivating a dissenting culture were emphasized. I have served under ten deans at my own institution and observed at least three deans in other institutions as a visiting professor, and I’m not sure any of them valued a dissenting culture. What were the panelists’ thoughts about the idea of a “dissenting culture?” What are effective ways to engage with dissenting voices? Do law deans in general value or encourage a dissenting culture? Does dissent pose a challenge to women of color leaders that men in general and white men in particular do not face?

How does age intersect with race and gender? Age and experience are related. Unquestionably they tend to act as positives for men, although it is less easy to judge this factor with regard to men of color, but for women age does not wear easily. One of the most successful
deans to date at my institution was an older person who was both white and male—would faculties be as receptive to older persons or women of color?

Time did not allow us to even begin to explore all of these issues. We were delighted to be selected by the University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law and Social Change for publication, but after consideration and discussion decided as a group that we would prefer to submit brief essays for publication, rather than publish the panel reflections. I have opted to merge the two to give readers a sense of how the panel proceeded, share my introductory remarks and offer brief exploration of the various issues that generated the push to submit this panel to the organizers of NPOC 2019. In preparation for the panel I did some preliminary research to identify the literature that has emerged exploring law school administrators. In particular, I was interested in literature addressing intersectionality or the emergence of women, in particular women of color, as deans. This panel’s reflections contribute to that literature.

There are 203 ABA-accredited law schools in the United States, including Puerto Rico’s law school. Sixteen of those law schools are headed by women of color—that’s roughly seven percent of law schools. Should that figure surprise us in 2019? If we include all women deans, the percentage rises dramatically to thirty five percent. If we look at color alone and eliminate gender, it drops down to approximately sixteen percent. I am conscious of the inherent limitations in looking at race and gender alone in exploring questions of leadership and leadership effectiveness. Herman Hill Kay’s 2002 essay on women law deans, discussing the University of Toledo Law School’s annual symposium on leadership in legal education, concluded that “neither the content nor the style of these essays suggests that deaning is experienced differently by men and women.” As Kay’s
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5 Kay, supra note 3, at 236. Kay recognized later in the essay that it was too early to evaluate the role of gender in law leadership and that some of the women deans noted that their gender had an impact on their deanship. Id. at 237; see Colleen A. Khoury, Ruminations on a Deanship, 34 U. TOL. L. REV. 105 (2002). As Kay’s essay noted, only ten out of ninety-eight essays in the Toledo symposia had been authored by women.
essay noted, however, only ten out of ninety-eight essays in the Toledo symposium had been authored by women.6 Almost certainly, the experience of women deans is bound to be different to some extent, and women deans are likely to face challenges unfaced by men. For example, women deans may face challenges in dining with potential donors that men are unlikely to face.7 Women deans who are pregnant are likely to face challenges not faced by men.

All of the leadership conferences I attended emphasized and acknowledged the challenges facing law schools and law school leaders today. Those challenges include enrollment trends;8 polarized political communities; the viability of shared governance principles in an increasingly corporatized institutional climate; the viability of a tenure system as the primary law faculty; the increased costs of legal education and the shifting financial relationships between law schools and their home institutions; and the challenges posed by technology, not just in terms of the substantial costs of maintaining cutting edge technology and educating students in their use, but also in the ways that artificial intelligence is changing the nature of law practice and access to legal services and the need for legal professionals to participate at the design stage rather than when the technology is available.

I come at the question of leadership not from the perspective of an administrative leader, but as a member of one of the constituencies with whom deans most interact—law faculties. That perspective has led me to form criteria for measuring leadership effectiveness, as well as when selecting new leadership. Much of the literature echoes these criteria and expectations and they include a capacity for innovation, collaboration, transparency, management and decision-making. The most successful deans I have observed prioritized showcasing their institutions and their faculty, rather than themselves. At one of the other panels at this conference, I heard Dean Emerita Rachel Moran speak to the dean’s role as the “face of the institution”9 and the difficulties in controlling the narrative of one’s identity once one is in a leadership role. Another experienced leader on the panel spoke to the almost necessary practice of “giving away credit” as opposed to taking credit for good things that happen. As still another experienced leader on that panel pointed out, deans do not have academic freedom in the same way faculty enjoy; deans are aligned with power, and this can be a difficult transition for faculty, accustomed to faculty leadership roles in which academic freedom principles play a significant role, to make. I started out this essay by emphasizing the commonality of leadership in academia, but further exploration of the ways in which leadership is practiced or expressed depending upon the role and status of the academic is plainly necessary to understand and better describe the qualities that make one an effective leader.

For most of us, leadership roles are more readily available at our home institutions through
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service on faculty senates or key institutional committees. These types of leadership roles may not bring additional compensation, but they are rewarding in other ways that may make them worthwhile to pursue. I want to share my perspective on leadership roles in the academy that do not involve formal administration, as a former chair of the University Senate, as a current chair of the institutional committee that negotiates on behalf of faculty changes to the Faculty Handbook, a document that sets forth faculty rights, responsibilities and protections and that is expressly made part of the contractual arrangements between the University and the faculty, in particular, faculty in tenure track or tenure lines. I venture these thoughts fully aware of the dramatic changes in the academy, not just the legal academy, with regards faculty, shared governance principles, and the rise in contract or contingent faculty.

Intersectionality has definitely impacted my ability to play leadership roles in my institution, both in positive ways and more challenging ways. As someone who was brought into the faculty in response to student demand for more women and specifically a latinx or Hispanic faculty, at a time when there were very few women and no Hispanics on the tenured/tenure track faculty, and at a time when it was lawful to do so, it was inescapable to have one’s gender, racial or ethnic identity noted. Like Dean Emerita Moran, I found it difficult to control the narrative of my identity. I joined the law faculty as the fourth woman on the tenure track in a faculty that numbered approximately thirty (about the size we are today). There were no Hispanics, and in a city located in the deep south where African Americans were a majority, the only African American with a tenured position on the faculty was the dean. The year I joined, the faculty added two other African Americans, but it was primarily an overwhelmingly white and male faculty. Whatever identity I brought to teaching, scholarship and service work, the kind of work that this reflection addresses, was affected by how others perceived me. Whether or not my opinion on a particular subject matter differed from that of my colleagues or not, the simple fact of my difference from the norm, meant sometimes people were more open to my participation; at the same time, my view might be relegated to a “representative” view, in terms of my racial and gender identity. Resistance to stated views, moreover, might more easily be generated in response to a woman who is a Latina. One’s gender and racial identity is a central part of one’s identity but race and gender are not the only aspects of one’s identity and perhaps not even the most defining. Other traits or experiences may in fact have had more impact on our formation than race and gender. In my case, I was forced to leave my country of birth while still young; I am a citizen of the United States but I was not born in the United States and my parents were not from the United States. The experience of being forced to leave one’s native country, and learn a new life in another has had a substantial impact on my identity. In fact, it is part of the intersectionality puzzle that informs my own personal identity. There are other aspects of my experience that, again, may have played dominant roles in the formation of my identity. It is impossible to completely separate and quantify the varied, unique strands that constitute the essence of an individual.

But others reject that perspective and they may see or reduce one to the singularity of those traits. This is the essence of racism but it is also a rather typical response to individuals. Faculty who accept significant leadership roles in their institution will have to navigate these realities in the same way as deans and associate deans, but with the added advantage that this type of leadership role does not require that the individual align with the administration necessarily, and allow the faculty member to act as a spokesperson for views that may, in fact, not be aligned with those of
administrators. This poses even greater challenges when those administrators are women of color. There may be expectations of unqualified support. Caucasian men are used to dealing with issues with other Caucasian men; few would expect support on issues because of their racial and gender identity. The same may not be true for women whether Caucasian or of other racial and ethnic identities.

Paradoxically, women of color playing non-administrative leadership roles may find themselves somewhat isolated at times; navigating institutional communities may earn one respect but not always friendship. Recently, a fellow colleague at my institution but in a different college who has played a similar faculty leadership role reached out to me in friendship. Taking on an institutional leadership role often demands substantial amounts of time and effort, making it difficult to devote time to building friendships but one will become a stronger, more effective leader if one is able to do so. In this sense, institutional faculty leadership roles exact a toll similar to that borne by formal administrative leaders. Leadership offers great rewards, and none as enjoyable as earned when one is successful at negotiating difficult issues that have proved divisive between the administration and faculty. But there is a cost to serving in, for the most part, uncompensated leadership roles, and it is similar to the costs that deans, associate deans and other formal academic administrative leaders bear.

Intersectionality, however, does not make one necessarily a good or effective leader. This statement is almost too obvious to express; it bears restating that other qualities and character traits may be more integral to effective leadership than one’s gender and one’s racial or other identity. Integrity, intelligence, openness, vision, and the ability to actualize vision and inspire others to follow that vision, are more important traits to effective leadership than gender or race. Gender and race may mean that one will be evaluated by higher, tougher standards than those applied to male colleagues, and this I am committed to opposing.

Faculty leadership affords opportunities for success and failure; but failure at faculty leadership roles is easier to navigate than failure in formal administrative roles. Thus, these opportunities offer professional growth and challenge, as well as ease in transitioning back into a full instructional role. Working on a set of challenges or problems and engaging with scholars, administrators, students and staff on generating solutions is a wonderfully fulfilling activity. The kind of faculty that are attracted to these roles tend to be engaged and engaging—they may not agree easily as to how to solve a problem, but they are working on the solution. It is difficult not to be engaged oneself, when one is surrounded by active intellectual engagement. Failure, however, is as likely as success and one has to develop the ability to deal with setbacks.

I turned to faculty leadership roles because they presented different challenges, offered opportunities to develop in different directions, and proved to be enjoyable. Institutional faculty leadership roles allow for interdisciplinary and cross-discipline engagement and interactions. This is the aspect of institutional leadership that I found most enjoyable, and it has tended to be the reason why I continue to be drawn to them.

As a member of my faculty, and in my institutional role as a faculty leader, I have initiated, developed and provided support for diversity initiatives to the extent I have been in a position to make a difference. It is perhaps easier to advocate for and express a commitment to diversity throughout the institution as a faculty leader, than as an administrator that has a more pronounced responsibility to adopt or defend the institutional policy. At the same time, faculty leaders are limited in the extent to which they can actually formulate and implement policy. Our faculty voice, nonetheless, matters and can impact the decision-making of deans and associate deans in meaningful ways. Moreover, faculty leaders function not only to help decide issues, necessarily,
but to air them. In this context, simply voicing the faculty concerns in effective ways signals success.

Faculty leaders play a unique role in shared governance of institutions of higher learning. They are an integral and indispensable part of the institutional decision-making framework, with an essential role to play as visionaries, experts in their respective fields and in higher education, and in providing oversight on other institutional actors, including administrators and boards. Intersectionality creates added challenges, but those of us who have navigated successfully to positions of faculty leadership have managed to turn potential liabilities into assets. Filling these types of roles allows us to continue to enjoy teaching and scholarship, while developing personally and professionally a different set of skills in service to the institution.

I turn to our panelists now, who inform their perspectives as experienced administrative leaders.
REFLECTIONS ON ELEVEN YEARS AS A LATINA DEAN (EMPHASIS ADDED)

JENNIFER ROSATO PEREA

In August 2006, I became a law school dean for the first time. Since then, I have served as a law dean for a total of eleven years at three different law schools. As I begin my twelfth year, I find myself as one of the longest-serving deans in the country: in the top twenty out of approximately 200, and serving significantly longer than the average term for law deans (3.74 years).

But I am not just one of the most experienced deans. Back in 2006, I was the first Latina law dean in the country when I was appointed acting dean at a brand new law school in Philadelphia during its first year of operation. And fast forward to 2019, I believe that I am one of only three Latina deans in the country.

For most of this time I have felt like a “reluctant pioneer,” wanting to deny my existence as a first/only/token/oddity/exotic/unicorn. I have just wanted to be a good dean with a life-long passion to help make law schools and legal education better. Yet, as the years go by, I have recognized that it is being a “Latina” dean that provides me with the unique perspective I bring to every decision I make, meeting I attend, initiative I lead, speech I give, or hire I authorize.
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embrace that perspective.

For this essay, I will reflect on how I seek to help train the next truly diverse generation of lawyers—with more humility, passion, focus, and maturity than I had thirteen years ago—and in a way that is authentically grounded in my background and experiences. These thematic reflections are: “It’s (Still) Lonely at the Top”; “My ‘Latina’ Voice is My Superpower”; and “Leading With Optimism.”

A. “It’s (Still) Lonely at the Top”

Being one of only a few Latina deans in 2019 is disappointing but not surprising. Although Latinx students comprise roughly 14% of the law student population, Latinx lawyers comprise only 6% of all lawyers;19 roughly 2.5% of associates; and less than one percent of partners at law firms. Latina lawyers still only constitute 1.7% of all lawyers.20

What this statistic translates into on a daily basis is that—for a Latina leader in law—many times you are still the only one like you in the room.21 There is still a dearth of mentors who share your experiences and who you can trust to confide in or who can give you a needed reality check (to affirm “yes, that person was undermining you” or “no, that person does not talk to the white male deans that way”). Although the leadership ranks are diversifying slowly, there are still few people at your level who “get you.” So first, isolation means feeling lonely more often than not.

Second, the isolation also allows slights to be made and go unchecked. They are minor but still occur with some frequency. When my last name is mispronounced, my appearance is commented on, or I am lectured about how to solve a problem as if I had started deaning yesterday—in the past I often just smiled, ignored the slight, and moved on to the problem that needed solving. Confronting these slights on my own has seemed daunting and not worth the effort.

Third, the isolation also feels like added pressure to represent “my people” every day, rather than being evaluated by my own individual strengths and weaknesses. I am conscious of not creating a negative impression about Latina leaders in what I do and say, as it not only will affect how people think of me, but also what they think of other Latina leaders in the future. For example, I am conscious about how I dress each morning, making sure that I do not dress “too Latina”22 (daily


20 2018 Report on Diversity in U.S. Law Firms, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR LAW PLACEMENT, INC. (Jan. 2019), https://www.nalp.org/uploads/2018NALPReportonDiversityinUSLawFirms_FINAL.pdf [https://perma.cc/9FJL-ZAWY]. Note: these percentages are specific to law firms that have 701+ lawyers (n = 482). As such, they qualify as “big” law firms. Judges and general counsels of color remain a small number as well. As of July 1, 2019, nearly 7% of federal judges identified as Hispanic. American Bar Association, ABA Profile of the Legal Profession, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 37 (2019), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/news/2019/08/ProfileOfProfession-total-hi.pdf [https://perma.cc/QW4Y-3XTM]. In 2019, women made up 30% of general counsels in fortune 500 companies; however, less than one in five identify as minorities. Id. at 49.
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22 See Cruz & Molina, supra note 12, at 1019 (“They [Latinas in study] also believe that they have to dress more conservatively and professionally than their White counterparts, such as ‘not wearing open-toed shoes’ or needing to ‘straighten their hair’ to avoid being sexualized or subject to ethnic stereotypes such as the ‘fiery Latina’”); see generally
checklist: are my heels too high, my dress too tight, my cleavage showing, or my nails or lipstick too bright?). I am conscious of my tone in every interaction (not too edgy, not too emotional). Although this self-monitoring is still commonplace for women leaders, it is exacerbated by not wanting to reinforce negative stereotypes of Latinas as too emotional, too angry, or too sexy—all variations of the “fiery Latina.” I am also aware of not doing too much office “housework” (e.g., planning events, bringing food, cleaning up) to avoid being too easily relegated to a Latina “maid” or “mama” stereotype.

This type of experience was documented ten years ago in a 2009 study entitled “Few and Far Between: The Reality of Latina Lawyers.” At that time, Latinas constituted 1.3% of U.S. lawyers. The study documented the lack of role models for Latina lawyers; the isolation; the tokenism and need to represent all Latinas; the pervasive gender and cultural stereotypes, including being “too passive” or “fiery”; and the perception that Latinas are less qualified than other lawyers.

Although the experiences of Latinas may be similar to ten years ago, it feels a little more comfortable because there are a few more of us around the table and, as we gain experience, we are more willing to speak our minds even if we are the only ones in the room. The room also feels more comfortable because of the existence of a growing literature that affirms our experiences. I feel better knowing that sometimes the insecurity that I feel is called “stereotype threat;” that the slights are called “microaggressions;” that the patronizing remarks and interruptions I experience are
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called “prove-it-again” or “presumed incompetence”; and that the pressure to conform to accepted behaviors for a woman leader is called “tightrope bias.” And they all are reflections and by-products of larger institutional racism and sexism.

This identification and labeling makes me feel less alone and affirms my feelings about and reactions to the world I navigate. If I can understand what I am thinking and feeling, I can label it for what it is, put it in its place, and make a choice as to how to respond. That process, in and of itself, lessens the isolation and helps to better identify the structural/institutional barriers that would interfere with equality.

B. My “Latina” Voice is My Superpower

Recently the actress and activist America Ferrera declared in a powerful TedTalk that “My identity is my superpower.” That theme—and her experience coming to terms with her full, authentic self as a Latina—really spoke to me. Like Ms. Ferrera, I have come to believe that my unique perspective and experience as a Latina makes me a better dean. This “full, authentic voice” is my superpower.

I feel the force of that superpower in different ways at different times. Most visibly, when I speak to a group of high school or college students (usually from underrepresented populations) about my experience growing up, they nod and smile knowingly at my story and tell me how much it means to them that I am a dean and I look like them. And the more I open up about my life, the more responsive these young women (and men) have become.

My story is my own, but has aspects that many students of color and first-generation students can relate to. I was born to a Nicaraguan mother and an Italian-American father. I often was asked to take on the role of translator/advocate for my mother and “Abuelita,” who helped care...
for me and my brother while my mom worked as a bookkeeper and my dad as a steelworker. In grade school, I remember being asked “where I came from” with derisive curiosity (including having to show my classmates on a map in the front of the room). I tried to rub off my dark freckles with lemon juice during the summer when they emerged like dark constellations all over my face. Growing up, I cringed as my mother was shamed for her accent and her brownness in stores, airports, the doctor’s office, and at work.

Beyond telling my story, I have amplified my voice by mentoring students and lawyers of color, and by being actively involved in pipeline programs for underrepresented minorities at the law school and for college students. I also give presentations regularly on implicit bias and diversity and inclusion issues, and in those presentations share my values while infusing my own experiences and background.

Overall, I understand that there will be many times where my Latina voice makes a difference and my superpower will be a force for good in the universe I inhabit: it will raise an idea that no one thought of, will identify a creative way to move forward, will suggest communication that is more respectful or sensitive, or will dispel a stereotype. As U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor said in a different context, “I would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences would more often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male who hasn’t lived that life.”

On the shadow side, my “Latina-ness” sometimes is like Kryptonite, a powerful explosive that—when it comes too close—could weaken me. As a Latina dean (or any leader of color), more is expected than just being a good dean. Like other deans of color, we are expected to protect the interests of our affinity group(s), and it never feels like enough. When we are acting as good deans—which often means trying to balance a variety of interests and solve difficult problems within confined processes—members of our affinity group(s) can express disappointment, frustration, or even a sense of betrayal when we are not more powerful advocates of the group’s views.

These are the most difficult moments that I have experienced as a dean. Over time I have defused this Kryptonite by understanding that all feelings and perspectives need to be respected and listened to, but in the end my role as dean is to reach the right decision for the right reasons, with humility and thoughtfulness. And, on balance, it is better to be working within an institution in a position of influence, even if one’s power is limited. We are called to serve as change agents in different ways—inside and outside of our institutions—and all of it matters in improving the world for people of color.

C. Leading With Optimism

All over my office suite I have signs of positivity: a “Powered by Optimism” bumper sticker on the bulletin board, cocktail table books on happiness and gratitude, and a bouquet of fresh flowers. Some days those symbols allow me to practice optimism, but most of the time they serve to reaffirm the hope that I feel about my law school, legal education, and diversity, inclusion, and equity in the legal profession.

Specifically, I am hopeful that there will be more deans of color (and women deans of
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color) who will add to the richness of their institutions and legal education as a whole. This year, the national press took note of the increase in deans of color, with headlines such as “Incoming Batch of Law Deans is More Diverse than Ever” and “More Minority Women Ascend to Law Dean Jobs.”

I think that this trend will continue for a number of different reasons:

- The job of law school dean has changed significantly since the economic crisis and downturn in the legal market/admissions, requiring deans who have a broad skill set including emotional intelligence, grit, crisis management, strategic planning, and collaborative problem-solving. As a result, law schools need to look beyond experienced deans (most of whom are not looking for a subsequent deanship) and professors/associate deans with strong academic pedigrees. The recent hiring of a diverse cohort of deans suggests that law schools are recognizing this need, and I hope that trend will continue. We need their breadth of experience and perspectives now more than ever.

- There is more deliberate succession planning for deaning and resources for underrepresented groups to become deans, such as the Promoting Diversity in Law School Leadership Workshop, now being offered on an annual basis.

- As more diverse law deans join the ranks, they will mentor and encourage others. As we have already learned, making progress in diversity requires us to encourage and support each other, and lift each other up in myriad ways.

And as we join the ranks of law school deans in greater numbers, with our own distinctive voices, our very presence is a “debiaser” as it helps reduce the implicit bias that continues to impede diversity efforts. As studies confirm, contact with someone in a counter-stereotypical role diminishes bias and, more generally, greater representation of underrepresented groups improves greater participation of those groups in the future.  

Conclusion

In 2012, I wrote, “While I love being a dean, I reluctantly accept my role as a ‘pioneer’ Latina dean.” In 2019, I embrace it wholeheartedly—as it gives me the freedom to be who I am as a person and as a leader. I can decide to address the microaggressions when they come, with humor or directly (as an “ouch”), as I now understand the harm in not addressing them. I can dress
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like myself in a sheath dress with colorful heels or sneakers, rather than a dark suit.\textsuperscript{42} More importantly, empowering myself will help empower others. As Toni Morrison said: “I tell my students, ‘When you get these jobs that you have been so brilliantly trained for, just remember that your real job is that if you are free, you need to free somebody else. If you have some power, then your job is to empower somebody else.’” For the remainder of my time as dean, my job will be to empower the next generation of students, teachers and future deans.

It was truly an honor to be part of the panel discussing *Intersectionality: Strengths and Challenges in Leadership* during the Fourth National People of Color Legal Scholarship Conference (NPOC 2019). During our panel presentation, I was flanked by extraordinary and insightful law school leaders, who are also women of color. I use the term “flanked by” deliberately. My seat happened to have been in the center of the panel table and, therefore, I physically had wonderful women law school deans on both sides. More importantly, however, I use the term to describe the feeling I had of being sustained and supported by my co-panelists, who are each brilliant, strong, resilient, and generous. With them at the table, I felt community and strength and, after hearing their remarks, I also felt true excitement for the future of legal education.

My presentation was at the end of our panels session and, therefore, I was able to tailor my remarks to incorporate some of the questions and ideas raised by the earlier panelists. For example, Dean Jennifer Rosato Perea had discussed the need for succession planning for law school deans, and I was able to interweave her succinct call for action on this front with my planned remarks. As I was listening to my co-panelists, I also recognized how, even though we were in different leadership roles, we shared many similar experiences as women of color.

Before turning to the crux of my remarks, I will mention how I became part of this panel and my goals for serving on the panel. My role on this panel of women of color deans started from a conversation I had with
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44 Associate Dean for Diversity, Inclusion, and Public Impact & Professor of Law, Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad College of Law, J.D., Georgetown University Law Center, LL.M. (Tax), Georgetown University Law Center.

45 I sincerely appreciate the opportunity I had to participate in the Fourth National People of Color Legal Scholarship Conference. I gained invaluable insights during the panel presentations and in the conversations throughout the conference and I was again inspired by all the participants.

46 My co-panelists were Raquel E. Aldana, Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Diversity, UC Davis, and Professor of Law, UC Davis School of Law; Danielle M. Conway, Dean, University of Maine School of Law, and incoming Dean, Penn State Dickinson Law; Camille Nelson, Dean, American University Washington College of Law; Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Dean, Boston University School of Law; Huyen Pham, Professor of Law, Texas A&M University School of Law; Jennifer Rosato Perea, Dean, DePaul University College of Law; and Sudha Setty, Dean, Western New England School of Law. M. Isabel Medina, Ferris Family Distinguished Professor of Law, Loyola University New Orleans College of Law, served as our moderator.

Professor M. Isabel Medina and Professor Eloisa C. Rodriguez-Dod at the Promoting Diversity in Law School Leadership Workshop, a conference designed to encourage women and members of underrepresented groups to enter law school leadership. The three of us had discussed some of the unique challenges and barriers faced by women of color aspiring to formal leadership roles, and finding creative ways to navigate those hurdles. I mentioned my slightly unconventional methods. When Professor Medina was organizing this intersectionality panel for NPOC 2019, she recalled our conversation and invited me to serve as a panelist.

My co-panelists addressed myriad issues on intersectionality, including the various barriers in the way of people of color, especially women of color, to, and even once in, leadership positions. I focused my remarks on (1) different paths to formal leadership positions, (2) various ways to support and empower each other to reach these positions, and (3) the need to sustain and nourish each other while we serve in these positions. Several questions arose. How do we find ways to navigate hurdles? How do we ensure that we have opportunities to grow professionally, to lead, and to develop others? How do we protect and support each other while serving in leadership positions? While in many respects these issues present different challenges, they all serve critical societal goals beyond legal academia. Opportunities for intersectional leaders are also vital in law firm partnerships, corporate management and governance, positions in government—and the list goes on.

In addressing the issue of different paths for faculty into formal leadership positions in legal academia, I discussed my personal path. I first noted that the traditional path to leadership positions in many law schools is applying for or being tapped for Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. If the law school, however, has no immediate openings for formal leadership positions, for example, only one associate dean position and that position is already filled and likely to remain so for the foreseeable future, I would suggest going sideways or diagonally.

As a Latina, an immigrant, and a woman, when the traditional path to leadership in my law school was not immediately accessible, I went diagonally and, in effect, crafted an associate dean position. I knew I had to demonstrate the value of this new position to my dean and provost. I drew upon my role as a Securities Regulations professor and put together practically an entire prospectus with goals, strategies, leadership background, risks, and financials, including a funding source. With that prospectus ready, I approached the Dean with the proposal of creating a position of Associate Dean of Diversity, Inclusion, and Public Impact. The role I envisioned was one that fit my passions and that would, most importantly, also be beneficial to the law school, the university, and the community. The Dean was very receptive. He recognized that, although we worked in a very diverse law school community, with underrepresented students in leadership positions and underrepresented tenured faculty, we knew, as a law school, that we could not take diversity and inclusion for granted. We needed to work on maintaining our diversity and fostering inclusion every day. When discussing the title for the position, I stressed the import of at least an associate dean level. With an associate dean title, I could make a bigger impact in reaching our diversity and inclusion goals. Although I had been developing and running pipeline programs for elementary, middle, and high school students for over a decade, and had been mentoring for years, the associate dean title would send a greater signal to the community as to the value we place on diversity,

inclusion, and public impact. Such associate dean titles were not common at the time of my proposal. Now other schools are, however, also moving beyond Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and have recognized the need for several other formal leadership roles, such as Associate Dean for External Relations, Diversity & Inclusion, Associate Dean for Experiential Learning, and Associate Dean for Strategic Initiatives. All of these can be paths to leadership positions in law schools.

By the way, there is a risk with suggesting an entirely new leadership position. The dean could say “Great, I have someone in mind for that,” and that person could be someone other than you. So, you would want to, and I had to, not only promote the new position to the dean and provost, but also demonstrate why you would be the appropriate person to fill the inaugural position. Beyond my prior work on diversity initiatives and chairing law school committees, I needed to demonstrate to my dean and institution my robust leadership abilities. I had long been determined to develop my leadership skills and did so outside the law school in service to various national legal organizations and community organizations. For example, I had chaired an Association of American Law Schools (AALS) section, served on the board of trustees for the Law School Admission Council (LSAC) and on the board of directors for my county’s Hispanic bar association, and chaired or served on several American Bar Association (ABA) site inspection teams. I strongly recommend such outside service. All of those service activities hone and demonstrate leadership. Moreover, service on such outside organizations not only benefits legal education generally, but also establishes vital relationships with people in the legal academy who will recognize your worth and dedication and affirm your leadership abilities.

Although I mentioned going sideways or diagonally and described how it was a successful path for me, I stressed during the panel, and still feel strongly, that traditional paths also need to open. Would I like to see the traditional path available and truly accessible to all of us? Yes. But I also suggest finding or creating innovative alternatives.

In addition to discussing alternative paths to obtain formal leadership positions, we also discussed the need to support each other in attaining, and thriving in, formal leadership positions. How do we foster other people of color in their paths to leadership in the academy? There are several things we can do. First, even before we reach our leadership goals, we need to step up, reach out, and help each other onto these paths. There are numerous opportunities to support. We can nominate each other for leadership positions in legal organizations, invite each other to events with other leaders, and brainstorm ideas. Once we are in these leadership positions, we need to reach out to faculty who might also have interests in leadership positions. As faculty members, we often collaborate with other academics on our scholarship interests in symposia or workshops. We need to do at least as much with leadership positions in the academy so we not only open opportunities, but also sustain and develop each other when serving in formal leadership roles.

Along these lines, I think we need to embrace the notion of rotating these formal leadership positions, especially associate dean positions. This is not a new idea. In business, leaders generally manage various facets of their company, so they are familiar with different divisions and company needs before they become chief executive officers or chief operating officers. Why don’t we do this in more law schools? Not only would it make for more well-rounded deans, it also allows us to give opportunities for formal leadership that were not available to many of us. I plan to not just talk the
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49 The Leadership Workshop for Associate Deans hosted by Georgetown University Law Center. The workshop provides such opportunities, and is designed not only for incoming or current associate deans, but also for those who aspire to such leadership positions. Information on the workshop is on file with the author.
talk, but also walk the walk and rotate out. Although I love my diversity dean position, I know that there are wonderful other people of color who have been working with me on our goals and should have opportunities. I’ll keep pushing up, but I want to open up too.
This roundtable on intersectionality and the strengths and challenges in leadership was a wonderful gathering of speakers and attendees, held in March 2019 during a remarkable conference. Reflecting back on the roundtable, I am grateful to have been able to share this platform with a group of amazing women of color who have taken on a variety of leadership roles in their institutions. Each of us has a story to tell that involves challenge, triumph, individual and communal pride in what we have been able to accomplish, and hope for what we—both individually and communally—are able to accomplish in the future.

Our panel reflected many personal stories that should be considered within the larger structural conversation surrounding leadership, achievement, and women of color in law schools and universities around the country. In this regard, essential books examining closely how women of color are perceived and treated in law schools and universities serve as important guideposts. My experiences of serving as the dean at Western New England University School of Law, and the months and years leading up to me taking on that role, have been educational in numerous ways, and have been informed, in part, by dynamics involving race, gender, perceived age, and a number of other human characteristics.

These experiences can sometimes lead to a sense of isolation that we must combat. This roundtable and the resulting collection of essays is one small contribution. They exist as part of the larger effort to grow and sustain community among women of color who are law school leaders and who share a mission to support each other and other women of color considering joining our ranks. We are in a positive moment at which those numbers are growing rapidly, which provides an opportunity to consider new ways in which that community can be supported and grown.

I focused my remarks at the roundtable on three areas: contemplating a leadership role, the value of mentorship, and the profound impact that a woman of color as dean can have, simply by occupying that role.

A. Contemplating A Leadership Role

I moved from private practice to legal academia in 2006. I was thrilled with this change in career: I was able to teach; I had space and support for intellectual and scholarly pursuits; and I was serving the cause of social justice in shepherding law students, many of them from nontraditional and underrepresented backgrounds, into being thoughtful and conscientious lawyers. Had anyone
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50 Dean and Professor of Law, Western New England University School of Law. I started as dean on July 1, 2018 and completed writing this piece shortly after the close of my first academic year as dean.
51 I appreciate Professor M. Isabel Medina’s work in reaching out in the development of this panel, coordinating the speakers, and shepherding this roundtable idea to fruition. I also thank my fellow speakers on the panel, who shared stories of strength and of challenge that were both sobering and inspiring.
52 The Fourth National People of Color Legal Scholarship Conference was the largest gathering of minority law professors in history. See Fourth National People of Color Legal Scholarship Conference, American University Washington College of Law, https://www.wcl.american.edu/news-events/special-events-cle/n poc19/ [https://perma.cc/DT5R-4RA4] (last visited May 10, 2019). It seems likely that this roundtable was the largest panel of minority women leaders in legal academia, but I would be thrilled if this were not the case.
53 See, e.g., Deo, supra note 3; Gabriella Gutiérrez y Muhs et al. (eds.), supra note 3.
54 See Rosenblatt, supra note 1 (providing a current list of deans, including a record number of women of color).
55 See Deo, supra note 3, at 99-100.
suggested that I would seek a deanship—a job with demands that significantly diminish one’s ability to teach, write, and enjoy time outside of work—some years later, I might have laughed in shock. Part of this was personal (i.e., why would I leave the best job in the world to become an administrator?), but part of it was likely structural: it remains challenging for many people, including women of color, to imagine leaders of color or women as leaders, including women of color as deans. I am the first woman of South Asian descent to serve as dean of an ABA-accredited law school, and so it was not the case that someone who looked like me or had a similar background had been serving as a law school dean and then encouraged me to seek out a deanship.

Allies and supporters can take many forms. In fact, the first person who encouraged me to consider a deanship is a white man who then served as dean of another law school and whom I had met on the academic conference circuit early in my career. He invited me to have coffee with him at one point when I was still pre-tenure, and told me I had the qualities that make for a successful dean. I was both surprised and intrigued at the possibility he raised but did not think seriously about it for some years. Still, that moment mattered. Someone who was then serving as a dean had seen potential in me to take on such a leadership position. That type of recognition can only help broaden the horizons of junior faculty members as they look to where their career might develop and grow.

I became the Associate Dean for Faculty Development and Intellectual Life at Western New England in 2011. I firmly believe this came about because, even pre-tenure, I met with the dean and pressed him on faculty development matters and increasing support for faculty scholarship. When I became tenured, he appointed me to the associate deanship and told me to get to work on the projects I had been encouraging. I enjoyed that administrative work, which was manageable in terms of its time commitment, and dovetailed nicely with my institutional and professional goals. Although I did not take on the associate deanship as a stepping stone toward a deanship, the change in position shifted the perception of my potential career path among external constituents in a profound way. Legal academic recruiters and colleagues in academia started asking me when, not if, I would be applying for a deanship. The power of being asked repeatedly to consider a deanship, coupled with an incredibly supportive family and network of friends and colleagues who encouraged me to pursue a deanship, had a significant effect over time.

56 See Heather Murphy, Picture a Leader. Is She a Woman?, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 16, 2018), https://nyti.ms/2Dwi1xJ [https://perma.cc/H9J4-76EA].
57 See Deo, supra note 3, at 105-108. As a personal note, in my brief experience as dean, this occasionally manifests when I introduce myself to a new acquaintance as the dean of my law school, and subsequently being asked one of these questions or a variant: “So you’re an associate dean?” or “Really? The dean dean?” An informal survey of several male friends who also serve or have served as law school deans revealed no similar interactions.
58 Research in social sciences and STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields suggests that this phenomenon affects women across academic disciplines. See Joya Misra et al., Collaboration and Gender Equity among Academic Faculty, 6(1) SOCIAL SCIENCES 25 (2017).
59 My deanship has, unsurprisingly, had a significant effect on my work-life balance. I have the unflagging support of my family, for which I am particularly grateful given how much impact the question of work-life balance has on discouraging women, particularly women of color, from pursuing leadership positions in academia and elsewhere. See Deo, supra note 3, at 119-138; see also Claire Cain Miller, Women Did Everything Right. Then Work Got ‘Greedy,’ N.Y. TIMES (April 26, 2019), https://nyti.ms/2GySffQ [https://perma.cc/C93D-CS2A].
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B. Mentorship

Leadership in the legal academy, like leadership in law firms and various other corporate contexts, remains largely white and male. Women of color, unsurprisingly, are represented at lower rates than men of color and white women. It is essential that women of color be willing to rely on good mentors who may not necessarily share our life experiences, history, or experiences, but who offer valuable guidance and insight nonetheless.

I have been very lucky to find mentors and advisors in various deans, whose demographics and life experiences reflect a broad diversity in terms of race, gender, age, legal academic experience, and management philosophies. I am fortunate that some of those wise colleagues participated in our roundtable at NPOC 2019, including Dean Camille Nelson and Dean Danielle Conway. They serve as representatives of the two ways I found mentors and advisors when I was actively thinking about a deanship: smart people that I knew for a long time and sought out for help, and smart people who I had not known for long, but offered their help nonetheless. I have known Dean Nelson since soon after I entered the legal academy. She asked me, during her first deanship and several times in subsequent years, when I would be ready to think about a deanship. When I was actually contemplating a deanship, I reached out to her and she immediately offered what I needed: candor as to the challenges of the position, support as I considered particular aspects of the work, and encouragement to pursue a deanship despite the challenges.

Dean Conway, on the other hand, became my advisor much more recently. At the 2017 Association of American Law Schools (AALS) annual meeting, my immediate predecessor at Western New England, Dean Eric Gouvin, organized a panel entitled “So…You Want to be a Dean? Why Considering a Deanship Matters,” in which Dean Conway participated. It was an engaging and thought-provoking discussion, thanks in large part to the candid and good-humored conversation among the participating deans. Dean Conway saw me in the audience and, when we crossed paths in the hallway later that day, introduced herself. In that first conversation, she encouraged me to seek out particular opportunities that would bolster my managerial skillset, and to consider applying for a deanship seriously. One year later, when I was contemplating a deanship.

62 See, e.g., Claire Zillman, The Fortune 500 Has More Female CEOs Than Ever Before, FORTUNE (May 11, 2019), http://fortune.com/2019/05/16/fortune-500-female-ceos/ [https://perma.cc/Q3AG-ZT88] (noting that 6.6% of CEOs of Fortune 500 companies are women); Seltzer, supra note 61 (noting that 30% of college presidencies in the United States were held by women).
offer, she sat with me for over an hour, offering sobering, helpful, and affirming advice. Both Dean Nelson and Dean Conway were incredibly generous with their time and wisdom.

They are not the only ones. I spoke with over a dozen sitting deans during the time that I was contemplating a deanship. All of them shared advice that was incredibly helpful. Many of the women with whom I spoke shared stories of microaggressions, outright aggression, and other challenges that they faced during the job search and while on the job. These stories would never be included in a glossy press release announcing a new dean or new accolade for a sitting dean, even though the work involved in managing those challenges was likely extraordinary. That makes me all the more grateful that these individuals were willing to share those stories privately to help me understand the structural barriers that women, and particularly women of color, often face as law school deans. These stories did not demoralize me; instead, I felt empowered by them. I participated in the roundtable at NPOC partly to remind aspiring deans and academic leaders that there is a community of people committed and willing to serve as mentors and advisors, and to give candid advice when needed. There is tremendous power in that community, and I hope others take advantage of that.

C. Representation Matters

I have enjoyed many aspects of my first year as dean, but one incredibly moving aspect has been to understand the profound impact on various groups of having a dean who is a woman of color. Like many of my colleagues on the roundtable, I am the first woman of color to serve as dean at my law school. In fact, I am the first person of color to serve in that role, and only the second woman to do so. On a surprisingly frequent basis, I am reminded by a student, colleague, community member, alumnus/a, high school or college student, or someone else, that they are incredibly proud and happy to see me as the dean. These interactions are particularly meaningful given some of the more banal and mundane aspects of the deanship (e.g., budget reviews, looking at spreadsheets for lengthy periods of time), and given that being a woman of color in the role of dean has—on occasion—elicited disbelief and other negative responses as well.

At the roundtable, I shared two brief anecdotes that reminded me of how important representation is. First, when Western New England University announced my deanship in early 2018, I received many expressions of congratulation from different groups. Perhaps the most surprising were conversations with and voicemails from alumni across races, ages, ethnicities, and genders—some of whom I had never met—who were audibly emotional about me being the next dean of the law school. Their emotion stemmed from what it meant to them and their perception of the institution from which they graduated to have a woman of color in the position of the dean. I would not have predicted this reaction, but it was echoed in any number of conversations I have had with alumni—particularly alumni of color—since then.

Second, one week after I became dean, I spoke to high school students who were participating in one of the pipeline programs in which Western New England is involved. Most of the young people in these programs are students of color and/or from a household with a lower socio-economic status. When I was first introduced to the students as the dean of the School of Law, there was little visible reaction in the group. Later that day, I was approached by an Indian-American girl in the program. She thought she must have misheard when I was introduced as the dean. She asked me, “Are you really the dean?” I replied, “Yes, I am really the dean.” She started crying and asked for my business card so she could take it home and show her parents that the dean was Indian American, just like her. I found (and still find) this particular conversation to be incredibly moving,
but it also evidences the profound challenge that we face as we try to make the legal profession, legal academy, and legal academic leadership reflect the diversity of our country. The fact that teenagers in 2018 were shocked to see a woman of color in the deanship is a sobering reminder of how much we still need to do.65

Serving in the role of dean is the type of representation that can have a disruptive and positive effect on our current students, future students, and everyone else who sees us. We make a statement simply by occupying that position and being who we are. It is a hyper-visible, demanding, and sometimes thankless job. Yet it is an incredible opportunity that has so much potential for effecting transformative change inside and outside of an educational institution.

At the roundtable and in these short essays, each of the panelists selected a small slice of our own experiences to share. There are a multitude of other complex topics that my fellow panelists or I could have discussed. I closed my remarks at the roundtable by inviting anyone, regardless of background, to get in touch with me if they would like to chat as they consider a deanship. I was pleased that two women of color approached me for those conversations immediately after the panel. I invite readers of this essay to do the same.66


66 I can be reached at sudha.setty@law.wne.edu.